


LexiLexi’’ss questions questions

 Red sequence galaxies   0<z<2Red sequence galaxies   0<z<2
–– Space densitiesSpace densities
–– Colors and spectraColors and spectra
–– Red vs. massiveRed vs. massive
–– Relationship between AGN and massiveRelationship between AGN and massive

galaxiesgalaxies
–– Does PLE break down?Does PLE break down?
–– Successes and failures of the modelsSuccesses and failures of the models
–– Environment? (my addition)Environment? (my addition)



AnswersAnswers
 Red sequence galaxies   0<z<2Red sequence galaxies   0<z<2

–– Space densities + testing PLESpace densities + testing PLE
 Mass-dependent evolution (downsizing)Mass-dependent evolution (downsizing)

–– 3L* have close to passive (LCIRS, K20, etc)3L* have close to passive (LCIRS, K20, etc)
–– L* larger fraction of SF galaxies at z>0.5, significant number evolution ofL* larger fraction of SF galaxies at z>0.5, significant number evolution of

old, red, dead galaxies (LCIRS, COMBO-17, Spitzer)old, red, dead galaxies (LCIRS, COMBO-17, Spitzer)
–– Sub L* absent (Kodama, de Lucia)Sub L* absent (Kodama, de Lucia)

–– Colors and spectraColors and spectra
 Passive evolution for old, red, dead (Passive evolution for old, red, dead (TreuTreu, van , van derder  WelWel, COMBO-17,, COMBO-17,

DEEP1+2)DEEP1+2)
 Increasingly important blue star-forming contingent (ditto)Increasingly important blue star-forming contingent (ditto)

–– Red vs. massiveRed vs. massive
 Color-dependent M/Ls ensure most mass is in red guys to z=1Color-dependent M/Ls ensure most mass is in red guys to z=1

–– Relationship between AGN and massive galaxies?Relationship between AGN and massive galaxies?
–– Successes and failures of the models?Successes and failures of the models?

 Bit of both: blue massive guys and total are Bit of both: blue massive guys and total are OKishOKish, red massive guys, red massive guys
are a total messare a total mess

 AGN feedback AGN feedback isis hopeful hopeful……
–– Environment?Environment?

 First signs of late formation of field red sequence gals (SDSS LRG,First signs of late formation of field red sequence gals (SDSS LRG,
GALEX, Fundamental plane, COMBO-17)GALEX, Fundamental plane, COMBO-17)




